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PREFACE
In the winter of 1985, the Board of Editors voted to dedicate the
combined Issues three and four of Volume 62 of the Denver University
Law Review to Dean Emeritus Daniel S. Hoffman.
. The Board of Editors invited two colleagues of Daniel Hoffman to
introduce the dedication. The Board of Editors is grateful for the efforts
of Professor James L. Winokur of the College of Law and Alex S. Keller,
President of the Colorado Bar Association, who authored the dedication
pieces which follow.
Of course the focal point of this dedication is this publication of the
Denver University Law Review. It is appropriate that the long hours and
difficult effort these combined issues of legal scholarship represent be
dedicated to Daniel Hoffman, whose own tireless effort is reflected in his
legacy-the new law center complex of the College of Law.
A brief biographical sketch is appropriate. On June 1, 1978, Daniel
S. Hoffman assumed the deanship of the University of Denver College of
Law. Like his predecessor, Robert B. Yegge, Daniel Hoffman was a
graduate of the College of Law. Prior to his return to the academic
arena, he had gained national prominence as a trial attorney and compiled an outstanding record of professional achievement and public
service.
Daniel Hoffman distinguished himself by serving as president of the
Colorado Bar Association, president of the Colorado Trial Lawyers Association, and as Colorado State Chairman of the American College of
Trial Lawyers during previous tenure in professional practice. He is a
former senior partner in the Denver law firm of Hoffman & McDermott.
Dan Hoffman served as Dean of the University of Denver College of Law
until June 15, 1984, when he returned to private practice. He is currently a partner at the Denver law firm of Holme, Roberts and Owen.
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